Maintain your furniture, floors and
hard surfaces with a Zerorez® clean!

Protect Your Investment
You have made a sizable investment in your office flooring
and upholstery. Like any other purchase, they require
regular maintenance to extend their useful life. Neglect
leads to premature wear, sub-standard appearance and
increased costs.
Enhance Your Image
Your floors and furniture significantly impact the overall
appearance and comfort level of your facility. Keeping
them in the best possible condition will maintain the
positive image you have worked so hard to create.
Create a Healthier Workplace
To ensure the health and safety of your offices, we clean,
sanitize and disinfect our equipment each day with EPA
approved sanitizer and Disinfectant.

Commercial Services

Experience The Zerorez Difference™
Maintain a safer, cleaner, work
environment with our zr cleaning process™
We follow the CDC Cleaning
recommendations for your office
Our environmentally
friendly and patented cleaning process
thoroughly cleans like nobody else can!
Experience The Zerorez Difference™.

Because of our patented technology, we can clean your
offices better and more efficiently than other cleaners. Our
patented zr wand™ extracts up to 98% of all soiling,
including dirt-attracting debris from your carpets. We can
then sanitize your carpets with our proprietary EPA
approved sanitizer. No one cleans like Zerorez®!
We leave No Residue® behind. Improving indoor air-quality, even reducing the amount of PTO taken and improving
overall employee health.

(703) 382-1221
zerorezdc.com

(703) 382-1221
zerorezdc.com
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Regular or Annual Flex Scheduled Cleaning

The CDC recommends that we clean our
offices regularly - especially at this time.
Zerorez® offers options for the proper care of your flooring,
upholstery and hard surfaces - we can fit your budget.
Flooring Surfaces
Nearly every commercial setting has different flooring
surfaces, and a maintenance program needs to address
each specific floor. Many factors contribute to the overall
cleaning needs and maintenance requirements.
Type of Flooring
• carpet
• tile
• stone
• hardwood

Conditions
• use of facility
• number of occupants
• soil type
• budget

Zerorez® has your Solution
We can clean, sanitize and disinfect all hard surfaces in
your office and hardware with our EPA approved and
proprietary sanitizer and disinfectant. As a courtesy we
will also clean, sanitize and disinfect your door knobs and
bathroom hardware.
Remember, no one cleans like Zerorez® because a
Zerorez® clean always lasts longer.
Experience the Zerorez Difference™!

Scheduling — Each cleaning can be scheduled for the
entire year. Our commercial staff handles scheduling,
cleaning, and follow-ups based on your needs. Your floor
care becomes one less thing to worry about.

Commercial Services
Work With Your Maintenance Staff
Periodic Deep Cleanings; sometimes the best
option is a combination. Your in-house staff
may take care of vacuuming, soil prevention,
and immediate spot and spill clean up, while
leaving the periodic and deep cleaning to us!

Various zones can be scheduled weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually—based on your needs. Our commercial
cleaning specialist will work with you to find the best
solution for your facility.
Quality Control — With regular follow-ups you are
assured the maintenance plan is performing to your
standards. Your commercial account representative will
work with you should any cleaning process needs adjustment. High traffic zones can be targeted more often.
Excellent Appearance — Once implemented, the facility
will maintain an excellent appearance level all year long
with virtually no thought or effort from the occupants.

POWERED
WATER®

Benefits

Save Money — By addressing areas as needed, you only
pay for the cleanings that are necessary. No overpaying for
areas that don’t need to be addressed.
Consistent Appearance — No area is allowed to go “too
long” between cleanings. The timing is just right to keep
your entire facility looking good.

INSANELY
CLEAN™

Budget Planning — Your monthly cleaning expenses are
known upfront. We can even build a flex plan around
budgets to account for any seasonality in your business.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/home/cleaning-disinfection.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/cleaning-disinfection.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2F
www.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fcommunity%2Fhome%2Fcleaning-disinfection.html

OUR PROCESS

Zerorezify Your Facility
The Zr3 Cleaning Process includes our Powered Water® which allows us to clean and
sanitize your hard surfaces without the use of
detergents or harsh chemicals, which means
your carpet stays cleaner longer™, unlike other
carpet cleaning companies.
Greener. Safer. Cleaner.
Our zr process, which includes our patented
green cleaning solution cleans your floors and
furniture to remove all the stubborn dirt, oils,
and dander. Your floors, rugs and furniture will
be cleaner, helping maintain your professional
environment.
Zerorez Multi-Surface Cleaner
The zr process™ equipment is daily cleaned
and sanitized. We can clean, sanitize and
disinfect all hard surfaces in your office and
hardware with our EPA approved and proprietary sanitizer and disinfectant.
Experience the Zerorez Difference™.
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